"That __ Cat" starred Hayley Mills in 1965 & Christina Ricci in 1997
The Adventures of __ and Otis 1986
2001's "Cats & Dogs" had high-tech cats trying to __ the world
__ the Cat was created by Otto Messmer in the 1920s
Mrs. Norris belonged to this Hogwarts caretaker
The name of the cat adopted by the Clintons
This 9Lives cat food spokescat ran for president in 1988 and 1992
Garfield's cute and cuddly nemesis
Dilbert's evil director of human resources
The Cat in the Hat's famous author
Grimalkin was a witch's familiar in this Shakespeare play
Boo Boo Kitty belonged to __, not Laverne
Type of cat seen Lillian Jackson Braun's "The Cat Who" novels
__ Twitchit was a Beatrix Potter cat
Cats was the longest running musical on __ until January 2006
Julie Newmar, Halle Berry, and Michelle Pfeiffer all played her
Alice had a confusing conversation with the __ Cat
Famous lasagna loving cat
The Simpson's cartoon within a cartoon: Itchy & __
Cartoon cat Snowball II belongs to the __
SWAT Kats: Radical __ was a Hanna-Barbera series from 1993-95
Josie and The __ were a cartoon band
He was known for saying "Thufferin' Thuccotash!" in Looney Toons
Disney's Jazzy 1970 animated movie about kidnapped kittens
__ __ is a character from the Bloom County comic strip
Sandy Duncan starred in the 1978 movie "The Cat From __ __"
__ __ danced opposite MC Skat Kat in one of her videos
Fairy tale cat voiced by Antonio Banderas in Shrek II & III
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